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        is a new concept of modern Soleta zeroEnergy 

premium, organic home, developed by theFoundation for  

Inventions and Sustainable Technologies -  Justin Capra (FITS).  

“A completefunctional prototype, called Soleta Zero Energy 

One, is exposed in Bucharest - Romania. Thismodel  is  the  

smallest  of  the  previous  range  of  houses,  a  model  upon  

which  were  bothfunctionally and architecturally optimized 

the new models of Soleta PLUS range houses thatcome with a 

complex addition based on flaws identified in the initial 

models”. Based on theprinciples of architecture and 

construction of this prototype, a Soleta family houses was 

createdwith various features and areas, easily adaptable to 

multiple uses: permanent houses, holidayhouses,  offices,  

kindergartens and sports  halls.  Affordable,  versatile,  with  a  

minimal  energyconsumption, reduced operating costs and 

positive environmental impact, Soleta houses arereal 

alternatives to conventional constructions, remarkable by their 

nonconformist architectureand bright, healthy, permanently 

monitored indoor environment.

Soleta, a lifesyle house...



          

                      Optimization of energy consumption by minimizing losses and applying energysaving 
measures.

        Use of renewable energy sources (geothermal energy, solar energy, wind energy, 
hydroelectricity, etc.).

        Use  of  conventional  energy as efficiently as possible and only when ecological 
unconventional sources are not available. To compensate pollution, active measures shall  be  
applied: planting trees, green area maintenance actions in the immediate proximity of the house, 
etc.

        Creation a house concept with modular architecture that allows extra comfort and 
functionality by adding new modules at any time after the house was built and without affecting 
the integrity of the already built house.

                      The  global  vision was  to  be  part  of  a  global  movement  to  both  support  nature 
protection through non-polluting and sustainable construction systems and components 
COSTRUCT and to meet  the needs of  a company outlined on this principle.  Soleta House is a 
motor engaged to develop a nice lifestyle now and sustainable in the future through legacy left to 
the society.

The FOLLOWING BASIC PRINCIPLES  
underlie the Soleta project:
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The benefits of living in a Soleta house

        HEALTH– by providing a healthy indoor climate due to the Premium class organic materials 

used in 97% and by using non-polluting energy sources.

 

        COMFORT–  intelligent optimization of the house through bright and large spaces, designed in 

a perfect and harmonious relation of efficiency and design.

 

        COST REDUCTION  – intelligent optimization of the house through bright and large spaces, 

designed in a perfect and harmonious relation of efficiency and design

        SMART DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITY  – after the house is purchased, it can be accessorized 

with ecological and technological equipment, as well as by adding new modules to increase the living 

and recreation space, without damaging the original module.

 

        INGENIOUS CONTROL MANAGEMENT  – by using a High Tech solution of efficient energetic 

management of the house.

 

         – by protecting the environment in which we are YOU ARE PART OF A GLOBAL MOVEMENT 

living. By choosing to live in a Soleta house, you bring additional considerable support in rescuing 

and preserving a healthy ecosystem.
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The Soleta family houses
This is the SOLETA PLUS family houses. A 

concept of houses made after two years of 

research and architectural and functional 

optimization on previous models of Soleta 

houses: One, XL, Two and Twice. The new 

range of Plus houses was based on identifying 

flaws in the initial models, both by our 

foundation and the public worldwide, and 

transforming them into new benefits for those 

who opt for one of the four models. Their 

architecture and functionality differ greatly from 

one model to another but all comply with the 

basic principles defined by FITS through the 

SOLETA project and can receive zeroEnergy 

features.

zero energy
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Soleta One Plus
zero energy
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The One Plus model, the new youngest member of the Soleta family houses, 

incorporates all the advantages of One old models, but its area increased by 12 

sqm, reaching 60sqm! In the new version, the back area is occupied by two 

bedrooms with separate entrances, each with 11 sqm and one very large built-in 

closet. The bathroom has an area of 5.1 square meters, above the ceiling we 

have provided a large enough technical space to contain all the technical 

standard or optional systems of the house. An additional storage space can be 

achieved, optionally and free, above the entrance hall to the bedrooms. The 

living room, very generous, includes the kitchen and the dining area, all together 

totalling another 33 sqm. We changed the roof slopes to 70 or 10 degrees, 

thereby the interior area has gained a high degree of comfort and utility and the 

appearance of the houses remained equally delightful! Like the previous model, 

Soleta One Plus can be accessorized with optional outdoor terraces and 

pergolas, attached both in the front and side areas of the house. They can have 

varying shape and areas for an easy adaptation to your land.

Soleta, a lifesyle house...
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Footprint area (including terraces): 164 sqm

Ground floor useful area: 60 sqm

Floor useful area: 

Number of bedrooms: 2

Number of bathrooms: 1

Number of storage areas: 3

Living + Kitchen

33 sqm

Bath-

room

5.1 sqm

Bedroom

11 sqm

Bedroom

11 sqm

3712 mm

16260 mm

13516 mm

10050 mm

9683 mm



Soleta Plus houses are completely finished inside and outside and are equipped with:

· 

                           electrical, plumbing and heating installations.

·                 sanitary objects: toilet, washbasin and shower cabin 

* terrace and pergolas are price included and can be customized according to 

requirements

* for all PLUS models, in Romania the assembly is included in the price!

* not included in price: house foundation, assembly outside the country, transportation 

and handling of materials

Optional package – Electric-zeroenergy type photovoltaic installations

Island type (where the electricity grid is not present).

This installation ensures 365 days/year lighting, the operation of a Class A+ refrigerator, 

a LCD/LED TV set (including receiver), radio, computer, kitchen robot, vacuum cleaner, 

and a microwave oven with maximum power of 500W. If necessary, the power of the 

inverter can be increased by a 5X maximum factor. The amount of energy produced by 

the installation can also be increased.

It consists of:

        

        8 solar panels Sharp NA-F128W                                  136 Euro x 8 =  1088 Euro  

        1 solar charger MPPT 30 A                                                              252 Euro    

       2 banner batteries Energy Bull 130 A                           206 Euro x 2 = 412 Euro    

        1 inverter Steca Solarix PI 600-24V/500W,220V/50Hz-                            602 Euro    

        Solar panels supports                                                                     316 Euro   

         Borne cables                                                                                           186 Euro   

         Transportation and assembly manpower                                                    403 Euro     

Total                                                                      3259 Euro    

* Houses can be equipped with zero energy installation package completely customized 

for each house, depending on the energy potential of the location and desired 

consumption rate.

Optional elements for Soleta Plus: 

Soleta Gazebo                                                                                             5200 Euro

Soleta Garage                                                                                               6500 Euro        

Soleta pool structure                                                                                    

Soleta pool – depending on type and requirements                                         

Prices do not include VAT.
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Soleta Two Plus
zero energy
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It is an entirely new model which retains the structure elements of the One Plus 

model, through its elongation it reached 84,5sqm and now it has three 

bedrooms and two bathrooms. In addition, the entrance of the house is by the 

side, through a lobby that can be a winter garden. The house has multiple 

storage spaces, positioned in both bathrooms and in the interior hallway 

ceilings. Each bedroom has one built-in closet with sliding doors and generous 

functional spaces. The living room and kitchen share the same area of 34 sqm. 

The two back bedrooms each have 11sqm and the master bedroom has its own 

bathroom and an area of 12sqm. Each of the two bathrooms has an area of 

5.1sqm. The large glass areas in the living room are sufficient for natural lighting. 

The greenhouse (winter garden) which can be also an entrance hall, adds a 

thermal comfort to the house by the separation of the living room from the 

outdoor environment. The house has a spacious front terrace, covered with a 

special pergola, unique to this model.

Soleta, a lifesyle house...
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Footprint area (including terraces): 181 sqm

Ground floor useful area: 84,5 sqm

Floor useful area: 

Number of bedrooms: 3

Number of bathrooms: 2

Number of storage areas: 5

3712 mm

Living + Kitchen

34 sqm

Bath-

room

5.1 sqm

Bath-

room

5.1 sqm

Bedroom

11 sqm

Bedroom

11 sqm

Bedroom

12 sqm

Entrance + Hothouse

6,5 sqm

Vestibule 3,5 sqm

4923 mm

3307 mm

9684 mm

14267 mm

18544 mm



Soleta Plus houses are completely finished inside and outside and are equipped with:

· 

                                electrical, plumbing and heating installations

·                      sanitary objects: toilet, washbasin and shower cabin 

* terrace and pergolas are price included and can be customized according to 

requirements

* for all PLUS models, in Romania the assembly is included in the price!

* not included in price: house foundation, assembly outside the country, transportation 

and handling of materials

Optional package – Electric-zeroenergy type photovoltaic installations

Island type (where the electricity grid is not present).

This installation ensures 365 days/year lighting, the operation of a Class A+ refrigerator, 

a LCD/LED TV set (including receiver), radio, computer, kitchen robot, vacuum cleaner, 

and a microwave oven with maximum power of 110W. If necessary, the power of the 

inverter can be increased by a 5X maximum factor. The amount of energy produced by 

the installation can also be increased.

It consists of:

     11 solar panels Sharp NA-F128W                         136 Euro x 11 =  1496 Euro  

      1 solar charger MPPT 30 A                                                               252 Euro    

      2 banner batteries Energy Bull 230 A                                383 Euro x 2 =  766 Euro    

      1 inverter Steca Solarix PI 1100- 24V/1000W,220V/50Hz                          1073 Euro    

      Solar panels supports                                                                           435 Euro   

      Borne cables                                                                                      210 Euro   

      Transportation and assembly manpower                                                      484 Euro     

Total                                                                                                             4716 Euro    

* Houses can be equipped with zero energy installation package completely 

customized for each house, depending on the energy potential of the location and 

desired consumption rate.

Optional elements for Soleta Plus: 

Soleta Gazebo                                                                                              5200 Euro

Soleta Garage                                                                                               6500 Euro        

Soleta pool structure                                                                                    

Soleta pool – depending on type and requirements                                         

Prices do not include VAT.

www.soleta.ro
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Soleta, a lifesyle house...



Soleta Three Plus
zero energy
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Behind its exclusivist presence, there are few smart architectural solutions, own 

constructive approaches of the Post&Beam sonstructive system, so prevalent 

lately. All parts of the house are supported by its skeleton, like the human 

skeleton. Soleta Sea+ has architecture with personality, carefully studied angles 

and large glazed surfaces are already common in this range. In the near future, 

this model will get a few more versions of interiororganization, but until then we 

suggest this first model with an area of 100sqm. It has two bedrooms, each with 

own dressing and bathroom, many storage spaces and of course, a large area 

intended for daily activities. The rooms have large surfaces, we preferred fewer 

rooms for confort, it is a premium model! Soleta Sea+ can be also accessorized 

with large terraces and pergolas, so important in the Soleta concept!

Soleta, a lifesyle house...
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Footprint area (including terraces): 220 sqm

Ground floor useful area: 100 sqm

Floor useful area: 

Number of bedrooms: 2

Number of bathrooms: 2

Number of storage areas: 3

Bedroom

20 sqm

Bedroom

13 sqm

Dressing

2,3 sqm

Bath-
room
5 sqm

Living

40 sqm

Entrance
2,5 sqm

Bath-
room
7 sqm

Dressing

4 sqm

Kitchen

6 sqm

4160 mm

14600 mm

15800 mm



Soleta Plus houses are completely finished inside and outside and are equipped with:

                  electrical, plumbing and heating installations

                  sanitary objects: toilet, washbasin and shower cabin

* terrace and pergolas are price included and can be customized according to 

requirements

* for all PLUS models, in Romania the assembly is included in the price!

* not included in price: house foundation, assembly outside the country, transportation 

and handling of materials

Optional package – Electric-zeroenergy type photovoltaic installations Island type 

(where the electricity grid is not present). It continuously ensures the electricity with a 

continuous installed power of 2,2 KVA and temporary installed power of 3,5 KVA.

It consists of:

      16 solar panels Sharp NA-F128W                              136 Euro x 16 = 2176 Euro  

      2 solar chargers MPPT 30 A                                      252.2 Euro x 2 = 505 Euro    

      4 banner batteries Energy Bull 230 A                            383 Euro x 4 = 1532 Euro

       1 inverter  XPC 2200-24 -24V,230V,1600W                                               1926 Euro

       Solar panels supports                                                                                 685 Euro   

       Borne cables                                                                                      347 Euro                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  

Total                                                                         7736 Euro 

A 4,5kVA Electric Generator can be additionally installed, automatically controlled by the 

inverter that in the case of higher consumption or momentary need of greater power 

automatically turns on by providing power and electricity to the house, the surplus 

being stored in batteries. The generator will start and stop automatically (if needed) 

with no need for owner intervention.

The assembly turnkey price is 1492 Euro.

* Houses can be equipped with zero energy installation package completely 

customized for each house, depending on the energy potential of the location and 

desired consumption rate.

Optional elements for Soleta Plus: 

Soleta Gazebo                                                                                              5200 Euro

Soleta Garage                                                                                               6500 Euro        

Soleta pool structure                                                                                    

Soleta pool – depending on type and requirements                                         

Prices do not include VAT.

www.soleta.ro

Soleta Three Plus - 75.000 €

Transportation and assembly manpower                                                     565 Euro  

Soleta, a lifesyle house...



Soleta Four Plus
zero energy
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Soleta Four Plus is the first Soleta model whose area of 155.6 sqm is divided on 

two levels. With large spaces, glazed surfaces which lie on two floors, large 

opening above the living room, this model joins the other bringing luxury with it. 

Even through by our proposal we have suggested it in a mountain landscape, it 

can also be a perfect residential solution. In the near future we will add other 

interior partitions proposals for this model. On the ground floor there are two 

large bedrooms with own dressing room and bathroom, a living room with 

kitchen whose ceiling rises up to the roof, a very large storage space. The 

entrance hall can also contain specific storage spaces. Soleta Four Plus has a 

flexible architecture; it can be easily reconfigured for individual needs.

Soleta, a lifesyle house...
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Footprint area (including terraces): 240 sqm

Ground floor useful area: 103,4 sqm

Floor useful area: 52,2 sqm

Number of bedrooms: 3

Number of bathrooms: 3

Number of storage areas: 7

Bath-

room

9,2 sqm

Bath-

room

5,1 sqm

Vestibule 

4,7 sqm

14700 mm

Bedroom

16,7 sqm

Bedroom

16,5 sqm
Bedroom

15,7 sqm
Office &

Living (attic)

27,3 sqm

16400 mm

Attic area

52,2 sqm
Ground floor area

103,4 sqm

16400 mm

14700 mm

Entrance 
3 sqm

Living 

26,3 sqm

Kitchen 

8,3 sqm

Pantry 

4,9 sqm

Bath-

room

6 sqm
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Soleta Plus houses are completely finished inside and outside and are equipped with:

                      

                              electrical, plumbing and heating installations

                    sanitary objects: toilet, washbasin and shower cabin  

* terrace and pergolas are price included and can be customized according to 

requirements

* for all PLUS models, in Romania the assembly is included in the price!

* not included in price: house foundation, assembly outside the country, transportation 

and handling of materials.

Optional package – Electric-zeroenergy type photovoltaic installations Island type 

(where the electricity grid is not present). It continuously ensures the electricity with a 

continuous installed power of 3.5 KVA.

It consists of:

      

       22 solar panels Sharp NA-F128W                                    136 euro x 22 = 2992 Euro  

      2 solar chargers MPPT 30 A                                      252.2 Euro x 2 = 505 Euro    

      4 banner batteries Energy Bull 230 A                           383 Euro x 4 = 1532 Euro

      1 inverter Steca XTM 3500-24 - 24V,3000W,230V/50Hz                      3032 Euro

       Solar panels supports                                                                             1250 Euro   

       Borne cables                                                                                      548 Euro   

       Transportation and assembly manpower                                                     645 Euro     

Total                                                                      10504 Euro    

A 4,5kVA Electric Generator can be additionally installed, automatically controlled by the 

inverter that in the case of higher consumption or momentary need of greater power 

automatically turns on by providing power and electricity to the house, the surplus 

being stored in batteries. The generator will start and stop automatically (if needed) 

with no need for owner intervention. When needed, the inverter automatically with the 

generator can provide power for up to 12 KVA for asymmetric inductive consumers 

(motors) with high starting current.

 

The assembly turnkey price is                                                                     1694 Euro

* Houses can be equipped with zero energy installation package completely 

customized for each house, depending on the energy potential of the location and 

desired consumption rate.

Optional elements for Soleta Plus: 

Soleta Gazebo                                                                                              5200 Euro

Soleta Garage                                                                                            6500 Euro        

Soleta pool structure                                                                                    

Soleta pool – depending on type and requirements                                         

Prices do not include VAT.

www.soleta.ro

Soleta Four Plus - 109.000 €

Soleta, a lifesyle house...



Photovoltaic installations for the optimization of power 

consumption recommended for all Soleta houses connected 

to the national electricity grid.

These installations lower the power consumption from the national electricity grid, 

every day, from sunrise to sunset, with equal amount of energy produced by solar 

panels. Example: during the day, two to three computers can be powered. And the 

consumption of the washing machine, microwave oven, refrigerator, electric boiler 

possibly decreases by the amount of energy produced by the panels. Since the ANRE 

(National Agency for Energy Regulation) is apparently trying to keep electricity prices at 

current levels or even to decrease them, in reality falling by 10% the energy 

consumption rate at low price, the rest being paid at a much higher price plus the 

equivalent value of Green Certificates, Excise and Contribution to high efficiency 

cogeneration, it is profitable to install such a facility that considerably reduces electricity 

bills for several decades.

Proposed versions:

       512W Power

It consists of:

4 solar panels Sharp NA-F128W                                                136 Euro x 4 = 544 Euro 

Grid inverter  StecaGrid 500-M                                                      419 Euro

StecaGrid Control                                                                            629 Euro

Panels supports                                                                                       202 Euro

Cables                                                                                                          81 Euro

Transportation and assembly manpower                                                          323 Euro

Total                                                                             2198 Euro   

The installed power can be increased up to 6 times.

To add another 512W you shall be charged 1300 Euro with turnkey assembly.

       1024W Power
 

Optimization of energy consumption (where the house is connected to the electricity 

grid).

It consists of:

8 solar panels Sharp NA-F128W                                       136 Euro x 8  =  1088 Euro 

2 grid inverters StecaGrid 500-M x 2                                               838,7 Euro

StecaGrid Control                                                                                       629 Euro

Panels supports                                                                                 316 Euro

Cables                                                                                                       161 Euro

Transportation and assembly manpower                                                    403 Euro

Total                                                                           3435,7 Euro   

Warranty (valid for all versions):

The warranty for the entire installation and its assembly is two years since the signing of 

the commissioning report. The panels have a 10 year warranty at a yield of 90% and a 

20 year warranty at a yield of 80%. Photovoltaic panels are manufactured in amorphous 

silicon in line with the microcrystals technology thus ensuring an additional 13% of yield 

compared with the other solutions for the manufacture of the panels.

www.soleta.roSoleta, a lifesyle house...



ECOprinciples of Soleta 

The architectural concept of the Soleta houses suggests balance, a close relationship with nature and by the assimilation of 

innovations and new technologies we watched to reduce the quantity in favour of quality and lifespan.

A human scale concept that offers everything needed for a long and full of joy life. Large and bright spaces, warm materials, clean 

lines and perfect proportions.

              Through the automation options you can control in real time the temperature, natural and artificial lighting, ventilation, 

energy consumption and the security level of the house.

Smart architecture

So we're a little nationalist but more ecologists - the amount of fuel consumed for the transport of raw materials to the factory is 

greatly diminished by shortening distances to the sources of supply. By using high quality materials, the prefabrication of house 

components is reduced by up to 75% the amount of debris generated at the installation place, making a comparison with a classic 

construction.

Efficient, high quality materials

Energy saving

 A high-tech solution to reduce energy consumption in Soleta houses and thus to reduce the negative impact on the environment is to 

implement a computerized energy management system.

The classical solutions already known (high performance thermal insulation, window surfaces with two rooms and inert gas, avoiding the 

greenhouse effect by calculating shadows, using class A electrical appliances, etc.) are already applied as a standard to all SOLETA pro-

jects.

       Going forward, the SOLETA zeroEnergy concept means to fit the house with energy production systems from unconventional 

sources to ensure at least the own consumption of the house.

zero energy

www.soleta.roSoleta, a lifesyle house...



Efficient use of water

www.soleta.ro

By equipping the Soleta houses with rainwater collection systems and microbiological treatment mini-stations, 

we are making a very big step towards efficient consumption of drinking water. The classic solutions are also 

recommended: use of dual flush toilets or of low-flow shower heads.

 

A house with a healthy indoor environment is a happy house. Our concern for a healthy environment is found in 

the use of non-toxic building materials, water-based eco lakes, ventilation and air purification systems and 

rainwater recycling system.

Healthy environment

With the new technologies applied, in manufacturing SOLETA houses are produced up to 75% less waste 

in the manufacturing process. During the assembly of houses, waste is not generated and, by reducing 

drastically the installation time, the energy consumption specific to this operation is reduced by up to 

50%.

Efficiency of the constructive system 

The panels installed on the roof convert the solar energy into electricity and heat. Sometimes wind or water 

courses or compost installations complete the energy need. A Soleta zeroEnergy house always produces more 

energy than those who live in it consume. The surplus of energy is stored and can be transferred to the public 

grid. Here we can talk about green energy, about zero carbon emissions!

        ZeroEnergy – the energetic concept of Soleta houses

zero energy
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Technical details
1. Structural frame
The structural frame of the Soleta 

zeroEnergy houses is made of laminated 

timber only. This is a high quality material 

that will not distort! Joints of beams and 

columns are treated with the utmost 

seriousness, are very resistant, airtight and 

give elasticity to the construction in case of 

an earthquake. The components of the 

structure are prefabricated and factory 

treated against pests, mould and UV!

2. Walls, roof, floors
To obtain energy performance, we paid great 

attention when designing external areas of 

the Soleta houses, those who have direct 

contact with the outdoor climate. Walls, roof, 

floor - all these and their joints must be 

airtight, thermal and acoustic insulated, 

mechanical resistant and resistant to any 

destructive actions. There are plenty of 

solutions, but Soleta is conscientiously 

designed, responsibly manufactured of the 

highest quality materials!

zero energy
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2.1 Thermal insulations

For the thermal insulation we used a 

combination of materials, cellulose (higher 

density of 60kg/m) and basalt wool.

2.5 Structure of the interior walls (division 

walls)

2.2 Waterproof membrane

Energy efficiency highly depends on the 

tightness of the house. Vapour film, 

waterproof adhesive and tape must create a 

perfect tire. For this reason we chose DELTA, a 

supplier that offers guaranteed quality for 

these components.

2.3 Foam sealant

In general, to seal the 

components of the house, when 

assembling the house various 

types of foam are used. We 

searched and found SMX Fixing 

Foam produced by Soudal, the 

only sealant without Isocyanate 

emissions!

2.4 Structure and performances of the exterior walls

www.soleta.roSoleta, a lifesyle house...



2.6 Structure and performances of the floor 2.7 Structure and performance of the roof

3. Windows and timber glazed 

doors

3.1 Double windows

Glazed exterior windows and doors of 

the Soleta houses are manufactured with 

TRYPAN windows made by a special 

process which lower the values of their 

thermal radiation at the same level as 

those of NASA space shuttles! Also, the 

outer sides of the windows are 

protected through a metallic film 

that completely rejects UV and 

50% the solar radiations in the 

visible spectrum. All that with 

environmentally friendly 

components!

www.soleta.roSoleta, a lifesyle house...



3.2 Roof windows

In this case things go easy: the world leader is 

VELUX ( )www.velux.com

3.3 Interior glass walls and doors 

(optional)

It is your option to customize the interior of 

Soleta with walls or doors made of décor 

glass. Where these have to be, the best 

option is the company Garant from Germany 

( ).www.garant.de

4.1 Floors

We believe that a natural pine timber floor, 

selected, Soleta coloured is the best choice. It 

is harder to maintain it, compared to the 

sophisticated exotic timber floors, it resists 

less, but it is Romanian and … ages beautifully. 

For those determined to say NO, we have 

other options, too: beech, oak or other wood 

species, not intended for floor heating. All 

floors are polished with a special wax, with 

water and no organic solvents, which has zero 

chemical emissions and it maintains easily.

3.4 Interior doors

We recommend cellular doors with white 

finished MDF sides and frame. They are very 

resistant and easy to maintain. However, other 

optional doors can be installed, too.

4.2 Painting

Soleta interior walls are white. They can also 

be coloured. The paints used by us have only 

natural ingredients without synthetic resins or 

other chemicals. These "breathable" paints are 

made from oils, plants and mineral pigments. 

For more information, visit 

www.avropaints.co.uk

4.3 Ceramic wall and floor tiles

The chromatic of Soleta bathrooms suggests 

the use of white in combination with black, 

when cladding walls. We suggest wooden 

floor bathrooms. Optionally, other colour 

combinations or ceramic floor tiling are also 

available.

4. Interior finishing

www.soleta.roSoleta, a lifesyle house...
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5.1 Exterior floors

The pine is a widespread conifer tree in 

Romania, with a high content of natural 

resins. This makes it suitable in particular for 

outdoor works, its resistance to moisture and 

ultraviolet is superior to other species of 

conifers. We preferred the pine for the Soleta 

terraces and as a local material, transport 

costs are much lower, and thus pollution is 

drastically reduced, with no consumption of 

fossil fuels for the transportation of other 

imported species over long distances. It is 

very easy to maintain, once every 3-4 years, 

apply a layer of protective wax with the help 

of a brush.

roof!

5.2. The roof

Natural shingle built and installed manually by 

methods whose origin is lost in time. This is 

the first option recommended by us. But it is 

as simple to assembly a profiled roofing 

sheet, in the same colors. Natural shingle 

resists about 40 years without any problems. 

Sometimes you have to replace one piece, 

but this is part of the traditional charm. Does 

not require periodic maintenance and natural 

patina is achieved only after three years from 

the construction. However, it can be protected 

with a natural black wax, but in this case the 

treatment should be repeated every 3-4 

years. Natural shingle has also special 

qualities in sound and heat insulation of the 

roof!

5.3 Visible wooden structure

The Soleta colour is already a classic, it gives 

off warmth and does not need too much 

maintenance (restoring the coating is made 

once every 3-4 years). There are no other 

options with this colour.

5.4 Vertical surfaces, roof soffit

We preferred to keep white all the other 

wooden finishing elements that finish the 

vertical closures and the exterior soffit of the 

roof. We used a softwood patch panel, 

finished with white organic wax. 

6. Plumbing

Each Soleta model is equipped with complete 

functional sanitary installations, after the 

assembly of houses being required only the 

connection to the suppliers' networks. 

Sanitary objects are already installed and their 

choice is made together.

7. Heating installation

Although Soleta houses are extremely well 

insulated, sometimes they need to be heated. 

The heating systems we propose, either we 

talk about a heat pump installation, a wood 

boiler or at the other extreme, a heating 

system with compost, they must be of a 

maximum efficiency. If we reduced energy 

losses and the houses are well insulated, it is 

obvious that heat sources should not have 

5. Exterior finishing
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8. Electrical installation

Like the sanitary installation, the electrical one 

is aslo fully functional when the house is 

assembled. All routes are hidden in the walls, 

roof and floor of the house, there is an 

electric panel, and requires only the 

connection to the public network. If we're 

talking about a zeroEnergy house, the 

complete installation of electricity production 

from unconventional sources 

(solar/wind/hydro) is ready for use. The 

project of installations provides of course a 

minimum number of outlets, switches or 

lamps in every room, but it can be optionally 

customized.

high powers and therefore energy 

consumption will be low. Soleta houses are 

naturally ventilated, the indoor climate being 

very healthy. Optionally, a ventilation system 

with heat recovery will further increase the 

energy efficiency of the house.
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If you choose to live in a Soleta house you have to understand that you do much more than to 
purchase a nice and warm house for you and your family. In this way, you are helping us 
shaping a society and mentality that shall protect the nature in order to live in a healthy 
environment and to leave behind something beautiful and sustainable. You are becoming a motion 
engine and an example in a society where there are fewer people like you, and more and more 
people need you.

Signed:
People like you

Soleta, a lifesyle house...
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zero energy

web: www.soleta.ro

e-mail: office@soleta.ro

tel. : +40 727 765 382 (0727 SOL ETA)

tel. inf. tehnice: +40 723 300 301

The Soleta One (previous model) is exposed in:

Sos. Bucuresti-Ploiesti, nr. 42-44, sector 1, Bucuresti, Romania
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